“Unique Investment Opportunity”

Dynamic Football Entertainment Experience

“Dynamic Architecture is an important step ahead towards the
architecture of the Future”

EXCLUSIVE AGENT

INTRODUCTION
CBRE has been appointed by Dynamic Architecture as exclusive
advisor and agent in relation to introducing the revolutionary
new concept of rotating buildings to the China market.
This concept represents a unique investment opportunity with a
specific application to the rapidly growing and government

supported sports market with a total market size of RMB 1.5
trillion in annual revenues.
On behalf of our client, CBRE is seeking interested investment
partners with access to suitable land upon which the Dynamic
Football Entertainment Experience Project can be developed.
Ideally, the investment partner will have a regional or national
footprint to facilitate the expansion of the concept throughout
China.
Depending on the final design solution, which can be
customized for each specific project, the total investment is
estimated at between US$ 50 million and US$ 80 million, and
the project can be delivered “turnkey” within 12 – 18 months.
Typical land size requirements are approximately 6,000 – 9,000

square meters (9.0 – 13.5 mu).
CBRE encourages interested parties to contact us for further
information and to arrange a meeting to discuss the
opportunity in further detail.
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Dynamic
Architecture
+
Rapidly Expanding
Football Market
+
Strong Demand
for Unique
Entertainment
Experiences

THE CONCEPT
Introduction to Rotating Structures:


Ability to change shape, adjusting themselves to the environment and
providing different views, both from within and from outside



Fully sustainable, drawing from their own renewable energy source
from wind and/or solar power



Preassembled offsite in a shipyard and then installed on the site
allowing for faster development schedules, strict quality control,
reduced cost, easy maintenance, and use of cutting edge technologies

Rotating Structures Are:

Functional
Maintainable
Financially Feasible
Sustainable
Key Technological Partners:



Structural Engineer for the World Trade Center in New York



Acting as main engineering company for structural, façade, and vertical
transportation



Engineer and supplier of drive system, control system, motion technology, as well
as pre-fabrication and construction methods



In charge of MEP engineering and safety solutions



Globally renowned, market leading Italian shipbuilder



Will oversee the construction process alongside local construction partners
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THE CONCEPT
Dynamic Football Entertainment Experience Concept:


A ball-shaped rotating building exclusively dedicated to the
experience of Football



Virtual Stadium - use of leading edge technology and employing
Virtual creating a 360 degree Super IMAX screen offering total
immersion into the football game in real time



Augmented Reality – gaming area which allows you to play with
the club you select, against the club you select, giving a complete
sensation of playing through use of cutting edge technologies



Ability to integrate a broad range of football related
entertainment options such as Football Themed Restaurants and
Sports Bars



Football Themed Retail Shops can also be integrated to enhance
to overall entertainment experience, as well as Football Museum
and Sports Massage / SPA

Virtual Stadium – be completely surrounded and
immersed in the game in real-time with the
perception you are at the stadium watching
Dynamic Football Hotel:


Ability to integrate a Football Themed Hotel into the overall Football
Entertainment Experience



Principle function to serve as a Themed Hotel managed by an
internationally renowned hotel operator



Rooms designed using hi-tech features, latest gaming consoles, and
“Football Concierge” service with expertise in global Football news
and trends



Hotel function is supplemented by all of the Football Entertainment
Experience including Virtual & Augmented Reality and Virtual Stadium
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THE OPPORTUNITY
The Market – Football in China:


Part of the broader sports market valued at RMB 1.5 trillion in 2016,
and projected to more than triple to RMB 5 trillion by 2025



Football comprises an estimated 40% of the overall sports market and
is strongly supported by government policy  Central Government
objective to turn China into a “Football Powerhouse”



Chinese Super League (CSL) comprises 16 teams with an annual match
attendance of 5.8 million and annual revenues in excess of RMB 1.5
billion in 2016



Strong links between Football and Real Estate in China with several
high-profile developers owning teams including Evergrande, Wanda,
Greentown and R&F Properties

Cooperation Model:


The preferred cooperation model is to provide a complete “turnkey”
solution which will be ready for operation



Construction will be completed locally in China and overseen by
Fincantieri, and transported to the local project site to be assembled



Ongoing maintenance and management expertise can also be
provided to ensure smooth operations



Offshore financing of 85% of construction costs is also available at
preferential terms and backed by the Export Credit Facility of the
Italian Government



IP rights for patented technology, including a full patent already
issued by the Patent Office of the PRC, would be licensed on a single
or multiple project basis

Revenue Model:


Once completed, the project can provide a broad range
of revenue sources including:






Rental Revenue
Entertainment Facilities Ticketing
Advertising & Marketing
Sponsorship
Hotel & Related Revenue
Key Benefits to Investors:



Unique and clearly differentiated concept which is financially feasible
on a “stand-alone” basis and well-positioned to leverage market
growth opportunities



Ability to scale the business opportunity by replicating a proven
model to multiple cities across China



Ability to add value to a larger real estate development by providing a
unique attraction and a “focal point” to drive foot traffic



Potential to introduce unique concept to local governments to
facilitate broader investment opportunities
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INVESTMENT PARTNER PROFILES
Government Related Partner:


The Project could be integrated into a larger masterplanned area,
particularly with a focus on sports/culture/entertainment



The Project could be located nearby, and work in conjunction with,
football or other sports/culture/entertainment facilities and attractions



The Project could also become a “must see” attraction and placed in a
location to draw visitors



There is also the possibility for the Project to act as a compliment to
existing or planned football education facilities

Real Estate Developer:


Existing landbank or access to suitable sites for the Project would be
ideal for quick kickoff



Regional or National footprint would enhance the potential to scale
the opportunity to multiple cities



Some links to Football/Sports/Entertainment would further confirm
the suitability of the Project



The Project could also be integrated into larger mixed-use
developments or township projects to act as a unique focal point



Strong image and reputation in the relevant markets will be required

Owner/Operator:


Given the possibility to provide a “turnkey” solution, the
opportunity could also be appealing to an
entertainment operator



The land site could be provided via a third party or
directly from government



Project financing could be obtained via multiple
sources of debt and equity

Pure Financial Investor:


Opportunities for pure financial investors may also present
themselves to invest alongside developers and/or owner/operators



Multiple Projects could be packaged into a portfolio allowing for
efficient exit to another financial investor, and/or injected into an
asset-backed product or REIT
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SUMMARY
 CBRE is representing Dynamic Architecture as exclusive advisor and agent in relation to

introducing the

revolutionary new concept of rotating buildings to the China market
 The key opportunity identified in the China market which can uniquely apply the concept is “Dynamic Football

Entertainment Experience” which can become a real attraction for football fans and leverage directly upon China’s
RMB 1.5 trillion sports market which is expected to grow to RMB 5 trillion by 2025, and generate income on a 24/7
basis
 Key benefits to investors include:
 Unique and clearly differentiated concept which is financially feasible on a “stand-alone” basis and well-

positioned to leverage market growth opportunities

 Ability to scale the business opportunity by replicating a proven model to multiple cities across China

 Ability to add value to a larger real estate development by providing a unique attraction and a

“focal point” to drive foot traffic

 Potential to introduce unique concept to local governments to facilitate broader investment opportunities
 The Project can be provided as a “turnkey” solution to the investor, with an expected total investment of between

US$ 50 million and US$ 80 million, depending on the preferred scheme
 Interested parties are encouraged to contact CBRE through one of the below contacts for further discussion

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:

Mr. Richard Curreri

Mr. Hugh Menck

Mr. Frank Fa

Senior Director

Director

Director

Capital Markets

Capital Markets

Capital Markets

Investment Advisory Services

D: +86 21 2401 1387

Investment Advisory Services

D: +86 21 2401 1275

M: +86 15021522089

D: +86 10 8588 0546

M: + 86 13681804897

Hugh.menck@cbre.com.cn

M: +86 13810261067
Frank.fa@cbre.com.cn

Richard.curreri@cbre.com.cn

This information has been prepared by CBRE. The information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed
reliable. While we do not doubt its accuracy, we have not verified it and make no guarantee, warranty or
representation about it. It is submitted subject to the possibility of errors, omissions, change of price, rental or other
conditions, prior sale, lease or financing, or withdrawal without notice. It is your responsibility to independently confirm its
accuracy and completeness.
Any projections, opinions, assumptions or estimates used are for example only and do not represent the current or
future performance of the Project. The value of this transaction to you depends on tax and other factors that should be
evaluated by your tax, financial and legal advisors. You and your advisors should conduct a careful, independent investigation
of the property to determine to your satisfaction the suitability of the property for your needs.
This Flyer does not form any part of any offer or contract.

